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Learning to read challenges not only a child's intellectual ca­
pacity, but also one of the basic conceptions he has evolved concerning 
the perceptual world about him. This conceptual assumption is often re­
ferred to as the Law of Object Constancy. In the years of preschool a 
child perceives that any object has the same name, meaning, or symbolic 
value regardless of changes in its directional orientation or rotation 
in space. Despite size, some addition or removal, translocation or cam­
ouflage of the co~ponent parts, a chair, bicycle, or house retains its 
1 name and characteristics. 
However, this is not the case with letters. The letters of the 
alphabet cannot be ad.ded to or removed to change the form. The beginning 
reader may be confused if he does not adjust his concept of objects in 
relation to letters of the alphabet. Most children make this adjustment, 
but a few lack this skill and may have reversal problems in reading. 
To most teachers the left-to-right sequence of reading seems so 
simple and obvious as to be taken for granted. However, teachers must 
first realize a child's d.ifficulty and. how seriously the failure to dis­
1John !'1oney, "On Learning and Not Learning to Read, ft in The 
Disabled Reader, ed. by J. Money. (Baltimore, Mdl The John Hopkins PresD, 
1961), pp. 21-25. 
1 
2 
criminate the directional sequence of words and letters in reading may 
affec t h18" read"1ng progress. 1 
Erl.lIors of reversal have long been id.entified with reading dis­
abilities. Observations 11ave been made of individuals who wrote in re­
versed patterns such as mirrored fashion, or who jumbled letters within 
words and displaced digits in numbers that were written or copied. Studies 
made by psychologists, neurologists, physicians, and educators have shown 
that a factor involved in the problem of the non-reader is this tendency 
to confuse symbols, both as regards their position and their sequence. 
Harris indicates that reversals are prominent among the errors 
2of about one reading disability case out of ten. However, reversals are 
regarded by some teachers of reading as perhaps the "most persistent and 
insidious problem facing the reading teacher, be he in the classroom, 
clinic, or remedial situation. 1l3 
Reversal errors are few among the other errors made in reading.' 
However, there are confusions in learning caused by reversibility of 
certain symbols. "This probably explains why other errors in reading 
drop out while reversals tend. to remain and. appear to present a special 
problem in reading.,,4 
1Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read (Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press, 1932), p. 127. 
2Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability (New York: 
Longman's Green and Co., 1961), p. 370. 
3Raymond Laurita, "Reversals: a Response to Frustration?f1 Reading 
Teacher, XXV (October, 1971), 45. 
4M• Krise, "Reversals in Reading: a Problem in Space Perception?f1 
Elementary School Journal, XLIX (Janua~, 1949), 284. 
· 3
 
COllsistent reversal errors beyond the beginnin~ stages in learn­
ing	 to reaa are regarded as symptoms of reading difficulty. Hicks states: 
Seldom if ever, does one find an individual letter reversal as an 
isolated problem in an otherwise ad.equate reader. Most often i.t may 
be vie,..;ed as one of a cll1ster of sym:[)tolns consti tuting a severe lan­
guage Gis~bil~.ty. If such reversals are symptoms of a severe lan­
guage dJ.sabili ty, it is not uncommon to find an extreme history of 
academic failure. 1 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate various aspects of 
~eversal errors made by children having reading difficulty. 
In accordance with thi3 purpose the study had the following 
specific objoctives: 
1.	 to review research findings and readings concerning the types, 
possible causes, and significance of reversal errors, 
2.	 to compile a list of diagnostic tools and procedures that can 
be used by teachers to determine the presence of consistent 
reversal errors, 
3.	 to describe various techniques and programs to aid teachers in 
preventing or eliminating reversal errors. 
Scope and Limitations 
The writer has limited her study to problems of reversal in dis­
abled readers of average intelligence. Because authorities, such as Otto,2 
1J • Hicks, "Individual Letter Reversals Reduction," in Building 
Snellin~ Skills in D slexic Children ed. by John I. Arena (San Rafael, 
Cal.: Acad.emic TheJ.:·apy Inc., 1968 , p. 85. 
2W• Otto R. MclvIenemy, Corrective a.nd Remedial Teachincq;, (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966), p. 144. 
4 
1 2Dechant, and Woestehoff agree that reversal errors are not always sig­
nificant unless they persist beyond primary grades, most of the discus­
sion has been directed to older stud.ents of read.ing. However, mention of 
reversal tendencies at earlier levels has been included to draw attention 
to the prevention of these tendencies in later years. 
Definition of Terms 
Because various terms are used by authors in their treatment of 
reversals and the disabled read.er, a clarification of these terms and 
related terms has been offered. 
Bond and Tinker stat~ that no child should ordinarily be consid­
ered a disabled reader unless there is a discrepancy between his learning 
capacity or general verbal intelligence and his reading performance. 3 
r-foney describes the disabled I'eader as "one whose condition is 
that of being unable to thrive pedagogically, unable to profit from 
standard methods of instruction, and unable to read." 4 
A description of the non-reader is offered by Teegarden. 
The child of normal intelligence and Vision, who under the usual 
school instruction, does :l.1ot learn to read above first or second 
grade level. Such individuals are often found in the thiTd., fourth, 
or fifth grad.e, doing poor or failing work, though they are likeable, 
1E• Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1964), p. 161. 
~. Woes tehoff , Students \vith Reading Disabilities and Guidance 
(Boston: HOUbhton Mifflin Co., 1970), p. 17. 
3G• Bond and. M. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their Diagnosis 
ana Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967), p. 95. 
4John Money, The Disabled Reader, p. v. 
5 
apparently normal in general comprehension and are often interested 
in many activities. 1 
ACC01'dine to Hildreth a reversal consists of "the lateral inver­
sian of word elements, written symbols or the reading or writing of mate­
2rials in the sinistral rather than dextral sequence. u Wechsler and 
Pignatelli define reversal "as a 'turning over' or reorientation of a 
letter or group of letters or words about a particular axis. 1I 3 The term 
reversal is used by Harris to describe variety of d.ifferent kind. offt a 
errors, including: confusion of single letters, complete reversal of 
'vords, partial reversals, and reversal of the order of words in a sen­
tence. ff 4 I{rise describes reversals as: 
••• a classification of reading errors in which a change in orienta­
tion of a letter or group of letters cause them to be confused with 
another letter or word because of an acquired identity or similarity 
in appearance. w~en as a result of such orientation, a letter or word 
is read for another, the misreading in question is called a rever­
sal. 5 
Laurita classifies reversal errors in the category of directional error 
and uses terms Euch as, confused. letters or sounds, rotations, inver­
. 6sions, and mirrored ~mages. A more simple definition of reversal is the 
1L. Teegarden, UTests for t~ne Tendency to RE:versal in Reading, It 
Journal of Educational Research, XXVII (October, 1933), 81. 
2
G. Hildreth, "Reversals in Reading and Writing,ff The Journal of 
Educational Psychology, XXV (January, 1934), 1. 
3D• Wechsler and M. Pignatelli, '~eversal Errors in Reading: 
Phenomena of Axial Rotation," The Journal of Educational Psychology, 
XXVIII (March, 1937), 215. 
4Harris, Increase Readi~; Ability, p. 370. 
5Krise, lIRevGrsals in Reading," p. 279. 
6Laurita, "Reversals," p. 45. 
6 
tcnde11C~r of an individual to reverse letters or words while reading, 
writins, or speaking. 1 
Reversals are described. as strephosymbolia or 'twisted symbols' 
by some of those who study language disorders. Orton is first credited 
in the use of tIle terril. He explains it to mean: 
••• a delay Ol" d.ifficul ty in learning to read which is out of harmony 
wi th c..., Ct1ild f S gel1eral intellectual abili ty. At tIle outset it is 
characterized by confusion between similarly form€d, but oppositely 
oI'ienta t ..~d letters, and a tendency to a changing order of direction 
in rc[~ding.2 
Furness designQtes the term s~rephosymbolia as the tendency certain indi­
viduals have to reverse lAtters, parts of words, or even whole words. 3 
Ma,nn quotes Orton as stating that: 
••• 8. reversing reader (strephosymbolia) TIlay be applied to descri"be 
those school children who demonstrate one or more of the :ollowing 
confu~"3ion of single letters; tendency to L-'ead wOl."\ds backw3-rd.s; abili ty 
to rec:.d rr..irrored prin t very well; or th9 ability to ll1irror \'iri te very 
,01e11. 4 
Lnother term closely allied to the above terms is dyslexia. A 
Ii teral translation of the word is 'bad. w-ord'. Anapolle cites a defini tion 
from Drake: 
1H. Carter hnd D. IvIcGinnis, Diagnosis a,nd Tree,tme11t of the Dis-
a.bled Reader, (London: Collier an.d Mac1t!illan Limited, 1;70), p. 317. 
2,.~ m 0 4- ~ d·"'· t . u. 1. r lion, .(\,ca In-' rl In'I Problems in Children 
(lrew York: vi. 11. NOl~ton a.nd Co., 1937 , 
3E • Fu:cness, "Perspectives on Reversal Tendencies, II EleITlent"l.ry 
~~~lish XJ~III (January, 1956), 38. 
4pLillctions in Strephosymbolia, Archives of Ophthalmology XXX, 
1943, p. 707, quoted i:n Gloria T. Marm, "Reversal Errors in Child:roen 
Trained in Dual Directionality," Reading Teacher xrv (October, 1971), 
646. 
7 
A condition of a child of normal or high intelligence who is phys­
ically sound and has no history of primary personality disturbance 
or fraru~ brain da~age, but who has abnormally low skills in decod­
ing prii1ted language (reading) and in reproducing lan£uage by writ­
ten form (11andwri ting and spelling). Such children ordinarily l1ave 
no difficulty in comprehendinc and remembering anything which they 
can read, but they do have a problem in discrimi~ation between sim­
ilar letters and words. Inversions, reversals, and confusion of words 
a!ld letters are comrn011 at an early age, while at tIle higher grades, 
spelling, composition, and mastering a foreign lan~lage may present 
major obstacles in academic failures. 1 
It was not the intent of the present writer to delve into the 
various d.efinitions and subdivisions of the term 'dyslexia'. The purpose 
of defining the word in this chapter has been to demonstrate its relation­
shi~ to the reversal problem. 
1Louis Anapolle, l'Vision Problems in Developmental Dyslexia, II 
Journal of Learning Disabilities, IV (February, 1971), 78, quoting Drake's 
unpublished monograph, Massachusetts General Hospital Postgrad.uate COLlrse 
in Pediatrics, 1965. 
1 
CHAPTER II 
REVIE\~ OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
ftThe apparent relation between reversals and reading difficulty 
cited by a, number of investigators naturally becomes the concern of 
teachers and educators as 'Tell as child specialists and clinical cases."
Some of the questions under consideration in the literature are: 
1.	 What types of items are most frequently reversed? 
2.	 \Vhat causes reversals? 
3.	 \vith what frequency are reversals made in reading and writing? 
4.	 What is the consistency of the reversal tendency? 
5.	 vfnat is the relation of the tendency to make reversals to read­
ing success? 
6.	 What is the relation of the tendency to maturity? to experience? 
In Chapter II these questions are discussed under three main 
headings: tj~es of reversal tendencies, possible causes of reversals, 
and significance of reversals. 
Types of Reversals 
Orton classifies reversals under two main headings: static 
reversals (letter confusions) and kinetic reversals (confusion in direc­
tion of sequences of letters and words).2 
1Hildreth, ''Reversals in Reading and Writing," p. 3. 
20rton, Reading. Writing. and SpeeCh Problems, p. 79. 
8 
9 
Since the time of Orton, subdivisions of reversals have been 
made under these two categories. Woody and. Phillips name five kinds of 
reversals: 
1. total reversals (saw-was), 
2. letter reversals (b-d), 
3. reversals of sequence of words and sentences, 
4. digit reversals (7-,), 
5. partial reversals (grab-garb).1 
Hildreth divide~ reversals under reversals of readins and writ ­
ing. I11cluded under writing are: 
1. single letters and numbers (N-M; 6-d), 
2. order of several letters or digits (93-39; on-no), 
3. mirror writing in which all separate elements are laterally 
inverted. 
Reading reversals are referred to as: 




2. inversion of the order in. a phrase or sentence. 
Wechsler and Pignatelli noted that reversals are not a simple, 
but a complicated problem. They added a new dimension to types of rever­
sals by concentrating on axis rotations. Cross orientations include: 
vertical axis (b-d); horizontal axis (u-n); and depth axis (N-Z).3 
1p • Woody and A. Phillips, ItThe Effects of Hendedness on Rever­
sals in Reading," Journal of Educational Research, XXVII (April, 1934), 
651-662. 
2Hildreth, ItReversals in Reading and Writing,1t pp. 19-20. 
3Wechsler and. Pignatelli, IIReversal Errors in Read.ing, It p. 216. 
10 
Krise cited these two authors as having the most complete list of rever­
1
sal	 err-jrs. 
A very complete study of reversal types was made by Kennedy. 
She stat8s that between the years 1929-1954 little advance had been 
IJ8.de ill U110erstanding· t118 corldition of reversals. 
It may well be that lack of advancement is due to the fact that lit ­
tle effort has been made to differentiate the types of reversals 
and to ascertain the frequency of their occurrence among a group of 
norm&l children of given age levels. 2 
Ke!medy devised a test instrument with which various reversal 
types could be differentiated and the frequency of their occurrence 
I 
measured. She divided the types of reversals into four main categories 









2.	 reversal form (saw-was); 
3•	 lllirror inage 
a) inversion (mirror above or below),
 
b) reversal (mirror to the right or left),
 




a) initial letter to an internal position,
 
b) internal letter to terminal position,
 
1Krise, "Reversals in Reading, fl p. 278. 
2H• Kennedy, "Reversals, Reversals, Reversals!" Journal of 
Expe=iment&l Education, XXIII (December, 1954), 161. 
11 
c) termi11al letter to initial position,
 
d) terminal letter to internal position,
 
e) internal letter to different internal position,
 
r) internal l~tter to initial position, 
g) internal letter to terminal position, 
h) miscellaneous changes involving several of the others or 
more than one letter. 1 
A simple division of reversals is offered by Dolch. He classifies 
reversals as: 1) reversal of certain groups of words 'reversed' early in 
reeding development and easily overcome by relearning; and 2) reversals 
of many words, even new ones, and more difficult to understand and cor­
2rect. 
Anderson includes inversions with reversals to mean errors such 
as pod for bog; .£ for d; and ~ for n. 3 
Strang comments on mirror reading and writing. 
This is not a simple left to right reversal of letters and words as 
it is when you stand in front of a mirror and t~ to write your name 
on your own forehead; it is also near and far reversal. This confu­
sion between visual and body images seems to underlie difficulties 
in directional orientation, just as difficulties in directional ori ­
entation may influence perception. 4 
1Ibid., p. 161. 
~. Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading (Champaign, Ill.: The Gerard 
Press, 1951), pp. 350-351. 
3r. H. Anderson, "An Interpretation of Reversal Errors in Reading, 11 
in Remedial ReadiJ:' ed. by L. Schell and P. Burns (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, Inc., 1968 , p. 179. 
4a. Strang, Readin Dia nosis and. Remediation (Ne\lark, Delaware: 
International Reading Association Publications, 1968 , p. 48. 
12 
Gillingllanl sees another aspect to reversals that is usually not 
considered. 
So much is written about reversals that many teachers are on the 
lcokout for these confusions in the visual memory of the child.ren who 
l1ave d ifficlll ty vIi th reading and spelling. It is not so cOIlli"TIonly ex­
pected that similar confusions and reversals in recognizing and remem­
berine heard words may also cause extreme trouble. 1 
A comment is offered. by Lyle in regard to the relationship of 
reading and writing. 
A distinction is made between letter and sequence reversals and this 
classification may be applied to distortions both in read ing and ,..,rit­
ing. It is commonly ~ssumed that all of these types of distortion form 
a common sJ~drome, although such an assumption may not be warranted, 
since writing involves processes not contained in reading and vice 
versa. Prognostically it has been found that reversal tend.encies in 
reading and writing diminish with increasing age, sequence reversals 
persisting longer than letter reversals ••• 2 
Possible Causes of Reversals 
"The tendency to make reversals is probably not a simple phenom­
enon with a single explanatory cause, but may result from a variety of 
causes." 3 
Some of the earlier observers assumed that the reversal tendency 
was related to a general mental defect, and they described such cases as 
partial imbeciles, or if not truly defective, at lea.st not as bright as 
they should be to accomplish school tasks. 
1A • Gillingham, Remedial Training for Children with S"'Jecific 
Disabilit in Readin Spelling and Penmanship (Cambridge, ¥~ss.: 
Ed~cators Publishers Service, 1964 , p. 5. 
2J. G. Lyle, ffReading Retardation and Reversal Tendencysa Fac­
torial Study,ff Child Development, XL (September, 1969), 834. 
3IvI • Monroe, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Disabilities," 
Educational Diagnosis, Sixteenth Yearbook of the National Society for 
the Study of Education, XXXIV (Eloomingto, Ill.: Public School Publish­
ing Co., 1935), p. 209. 
In 1925 S. T. Orton related reversals to brain anatomy. }lintz 
explains Orton's theorJT as follows: 
A visual Sh~P8 leaves two memory traces in the visual association 
center of tIle Cortex one in each cerebral hemisphere, the two being 
mirror imaGes o~ the other. In normal people one cerebral hemisphere 
is d.oI:1inant alld. its trace consistently determines behavior. In occa­
sional individuals, neither hemisphere is consistently dominant and 
either of the two memory traces may be reproduced on any given occa­
sion, ~vllich lead s to confusion. Th11S according to Orton, band. d 
being mirror images of each other have identical pairs of memory 
traces, but in aifferent cerebral hemispheres. If ne~ther hemisphere 
is dominant both letters are apt to revive either of the same two 
memorJT images, and the subject has no way of identifying either of 
the two letters consistently. The resulting confusion in case of .pairs 
of letters or words vrhere a similar relationship exists leads to fail ­
ure to learn to read: In view of the outstanding role of the confu­
sion between shapes and their mirror images, Orton gave reading dis­
ability a new name, 'strephosymbolia,.1 
A few years later Orton's collaborator, Monroe, published cer­
tain experimental results which were in agreement with the theory. The 
principal findings supporting the theo~ were: 
1. the common occurence of reversals of the sequence of letters in 
reading words and confusions between letters and their mirror 
images, 
2. the tendency of some poor readers to produce mirror writing, 
3. confused handedness and clumsiness of some subjects, 
4. the excess of reversal errors in the reading performance of 
retnrded readers as compared to normal beginners with the same 
degree of reading skill, 
5. relative superiority of retarded readers in mirror reading, 
2mirror writing, and use of preferred hand. 
1A• Mintz, ffReading Reversals and Lateral Preferences in a
 
Group of Intellectually Subnormal Boys," Journal of Educational
 
Psycholo{sY, XXXVIII (November, 1946), 487-488.
 
~onroe, Children vfuo Cannot Read, pp. 1-8. 
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1However in a later study, Monroe as well as other inv~stigators 
suell as Wolfe, 2 obtained results opposed to Orton's theory. Since the 
time of these later studies, Orton's theory has been open to much crit ­
icism. 
Orton's theory of visual rivalry from inadequate unilateral occip­
ital Guppression is, on the face of it, too speculative to be accept­
able. This idea does not explain why d.ime11sions should. be confused 
in a lateral direction only. Nor does it give reason why verb8.1 
syniliol-arraneement alone is at fault, while surrounding objects, 
scenes, and pictures appear in normal orientation. 3 
Gates a180 agrees that this theory is too speculative to be ser­
viceable. 4 
It is stated by Anderson that a few studies have shown mixed 
preference of hand ~nd eye to be more comnon among poor readers than 
a.wong good readers. However a great many more studies ha.ve reported 
negative results in this regard. "Fortunately reversal problems can be 
und.erstood wi tl10ut assumption of brain physioloB'Y. u5 
In addition, I10ney believes that tIle attempt to relate reading 
disabili ty to cereoI'8Jl dominance should not be in terms of a theory of 
\ronroe,	 "Diagnosis and Treatment of Read ing Disabilities, " 
pp. 201-228. 
I"') 
~L. s. \,Tolfe, ffDifferentia.l FLl.ctors in Specific Readi11g Ability: 
Laterali ty of Function, It JOlJ.rnal of Genetic Psychology, LVIII (Mal:'ch, 
1941), 45-56. 
31:1. Critchley, "Topics lilorthy of Research," in Dlslexia! Diap;­
nosis an(l 'treatment Readin~ Disorders, ed. by A. Keeney and V. Keeney 
(The C. V. }losbyCo., 1968, p. 75. 
4A• Gates, Im£rovement of Reading (New York: Macmillan Co., 1947), 
p.	 313. 
5Anderson, "An Interpretation of Reversal Errors,1t p. 180. 
15 
simple henlis:!11eric rivalry or mixed. d.ominance. "It makes more sense to 
see ~he issue as one of the relationship between unilateral versus bilat ­
e:,'al l"eprese~1tc1tion of functions related to language in its many facets ...1 
In spite of the disagreement of many experts, "Orton has repeatedly 
restated his the0ry as recently as 1943 and the theory continues to ~xert 
2 
an	 influe11ce. u 
3:a,rris l1as a modified version of the Orton theory in his belief 
that Uthe problem is that of directional confusion resulting from brain 
damage, slow maturation pr from a naturally left-sided child to right 
sidedness.,,3 
Since the Orton theory many other factors have been sighted as 
the possible causes of reversal tendencies. Generally the possible causes 
offered can be summarized as follows: 
1.	 difficulty in the development of rightward eye movements in 
some left-eyed children; (Monroe) 
2.	 inappropriate techniques in word perception because of difficult 
vocabulary; (Gates; Zintz) 
3.	 visual defects resulting in regressions; (Anderson) 
4.	 poor ffiotor control; (Monroe) 
5.	 incorrect learning or teaching methods that are inappropriate, 
such as too early attention to word endings, word families, and 
whole word methods; (Gates; Scott ana Thompson) 
1I1oney, "On learning and Not Learning to Read," p. 31. 
2!1intz, "Reading Reverse_Is and Lateral Preferences, II p. 488. 
3HarriS, How to Increase Reading Abilitl, p. 258. 
16 
7•	 nOrn181 difficul ty in space-form pe:cception as a lack of familiar­
ity with the proper relationship between reversed symbols and 
tlleir background; (Krise; Strang) 
8.	 developmental or matu~ational lag and the lack of readiness for 
rea~ing; (Vernon; Carter and McGinnis; Alexander and Money) 
9.	 developrnentnl dyslexia. and the inabili ty to apply kno\'lledge of 
letters to functional situations; (Vernon; Carter and McGinnis) 
10.	 faulty handwriting techniques; (Gates; Enstrom) 
11 • t:~cansfer to readir~ of Dome habits of studying and recognizing 
objects other than left-to-right progression; (Gates; Money) 
12.	 frustration because of failure to succeed or measure up to expec­
tation; (Laurita) 
13.	 failure to distir~uish bet'Jeen similar things; (Fernald; Krise) 
14.	 faulty verbal lao81ing and verbal rehearsal; (Lyle) 
15.	 directione,l C011fusion ste~ing from conrused body positions; 
(Kottmeyer; Fernald) 
Kolson and I<alugar state: 
The primary reading disability patiel1t has reversals cecause of poor 
directional orientation, llhereas the seco~'ldary r(~adine; dis2bili ty 
patient alrn~st without exception is one who scores very 10\'1 in com­
pre11ension. · 
Amo~b possible causes of reading disability, Dsuzat claims that 
ir:&ffective tea-chins metholls must be included. "Fuilure to adjust tIle 
instruction to individual needs and failure to provid.e app~~opriate 
i e• Kolson and G. Kalug~r, Clinical As ects of Remedial Reacin 
(Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1963 , p. 34. 
17 
n:otivationc.l :methods se(~ms to be basic to reason(j for ineffective teach­
inS.,,1 
CowTIcnting on directional difficulties, Anderson points out the 
evidence of stud ies t11a t Sl10W fteood readers excel poor l.'eaders in recall 
of first letters, while poor readers excel good readers in their recall 
of the last It~ttel." in words. tt2 
In a recent article, Laurita raised questions in regard to con­
ventional reasons given for reversals. He is of the opinion that because 
of fru.stration, pupils ~vid.encing reversals have developed a fixatio~ 
problem similar to that observed in animals that we~e under a no-escape 
frustration situation. It would seem that prolonged instruction only 
serves to intensify the problem, and the stress situati.on must be relieved 
3by other ITethods that he suggests.
Sonie authori ties are dubiol1S of the causes posed for tl1e exist­
ence of reversal errors in children with reading disability. One of these, 
Woestehoff, says that it is assumed. that the problem is one of ol:,ientation 
comllsion. 
It is jnteresting to note that reversible word~~ do not become a prob­
lem until the child has been exposed to both words. It is of some si€­
nificance that the problem exists only with words in which a reverse 
letter order produces a real \vord. vJhile 112. may be I-ead as .Q.!l, jUJnp 
is never rtud as pmuj. In addition it is interesting to note that the 
18 • Dauzat, "Good Gosh! My Child Has Dyslexia," Reeding Teacher, 
XXII (April, 1969), 633. 
2
J..nderson, tfl.n Interpretation of Reversal Errors," p. 182. 
3Leurita, "Reversals: A Response to Frustr~tion," p. 49. 
3 
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error in such \vords proceeds in the direction of difficult to easy. 
For example, ton may be read as not, but rarely will not be read as 
ton. 1 -­
In speaking of the eye-hand dominance theory, Fernald. states that 
it is not a prime cause since cases prove otherwise. Eye-hand confusion 
has been found in severe disability cases and the eye and hand dominance 
was not cllanged in remed.ial work, yet reading improved. Also thera have 
been cases of unmatched eye-hand dominance among good readers. 2 
Similarly HOvTards points out that: 
Data have shown lack of relationship between various conditions of 
handedness and tl1~ degree of read.ing efficiency. Eyedness was sim­
ilarly found to have no association with reading ability as measured 
by standardized tests and as gauged by the tendency to make reversals. 
It has been assumed that one of the causes of reversals is that 
the child's eye movements are reversed. Dolch refutes this assumption by 
statin& that tfphotographs of eye movements prove that the eyes do move 
left to right, but swing back and forth a great d.eal and mal<:e many re­
gressive movements. u4 
Woody and Phillips found in their studies that handedness of it­
self in the groups tested had little or no influence on the types of re­
sponses me.de. Left-handed pupils reacted to the various reading situations 
just as right-handed pupils did. 5 
1Woestehoff, Students With Reading Disability, p. 17. 
2G• Fernald, Reme{iial Tecl"niques in Basic School Subjects 
(New York and London: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1943), p. 160. 
3n. Howards, "An Interpretation of Dyslexia- An Educators View­
Point, ft in Readir!.f) Disability and Perception, ed. by G. Spache (Newal"k, 
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1969), p. 15. 
4nolch, Teaching Primary Reading, p. 348. 
5Wcodyand Phillips, "'J:lhe Effects of Handedness,1t p. 655. 
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I<olson and Kalu£;ar comment on the figure-ground. rele..tionship 
J... .."Geary. 
Reversals alld rota ti0118 in young children h.ave been explained away 
as ;1 pri1uitiVt~ IJ9rception teclmique which. concentrates on figure­
gi"'ounc: relationsllip and distin&J1lishment ra ther than on posi tion of 
tIle figure OI' letter in space. Tll:i.S certainly can explain p/d and 
ole:.., but it does nothing tCI explain mirror \\Tri tinge Others claim 
tllat reversals are due to a concentration on the parts of a v ord 
aYld not all t11e entity. Tl1is \t/ill explain gril for girl, but does 
nothin3' to explain ~ for ~. 1 
Spache disagrees wit!l most theories. He states: 
Reversals are not related to handedness or eyedness or cerebral 
dorninan.ce, nor aIle they indicative of laterality or visual handicaps. 
In TIlY opinion, their' only meaning is an ind.ication of the unfamiliar­
ity of the individual with the particular symbols he is trying to 
learn. 2 
Laurita concludes: 
The subject of reversals has been treated in myriad volumes by serne 
of t~le best minds of the last century, but as yet there is no d.efi­
nite answer to t~e essential cause or multiple variation in effect 
of reversals appearing during the early linguistic development of 
the child. 3 
Sif~nifica.nce of the Problem 
There is universal agreement that in the early stages of learn­
ing, children frequently make reversals in reading and writing. Orton 
says: 
Such confusion is present in practically all· children in the ve~ 
beginning, but the more facile readers very quickly straighten them 
1Kolson and Kalug'er, Clinical Aspects, p. 30. 
2G• Sp2.che, "Factors \Vhich Produce Defective Reading, fI in Cor­
rective Readin0 in Classroom and Clinic, ed. by H. Robinson (Chicago: 
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 50-51. 
3Laurita, "Reversals: A Response," p. 45. 
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out and eV811 tIle reFdil1G disability cases, with a little teachir_g, 
soon get most of the letters properly associated with their names, 
with th8 notable excoption of those letters which are similar in 
fOI"Ll, but reversed in orientation. 1 
In addition Orton speaks of the very severe cases who have the 
tendency to sinistrad reading of parts or all of many words. He considers 
this condition striking enough to demand. special attention in a retraining 
2prograrn. 
From observations made in early studies Teegarden concludes that: 
••• it is evident that the tendency to reverse and confuse symbols is 
a eeneral tende~cy of a certain stage of developm2nt, later yield~ng 
to t}:o ha·bi t of !.'eactine to symbols according to IJosi tion, form, and 
se4.uence as distinct ele!TIents. If so, an wluGual persistence of the 
tendency may be a major cause of reading disability.3 
Tl1ere is disagreement c..mong authors that reversals cause :reading 
dis~bility. Hildreth says that the ftinconsistency of the revers~l tend­
enc~ prevents a conclusion that the reversal tendency is a cause of poor 
reading • .,4 Spacl1e also boldly states tllat reversals are not causal in 
poor readi~~ or even related to it. 5 
Kolson and Kaluger corr~ent that most authorities believe rever-
Sals certainly become a serious problem in readinG when they continue 
6
beyond secoTIc1 or third Grade. 
1S. T. Orton, Pe2din6, Writing, and Sneech Pro1l9~s, p. 79. 
'"'l 
c- I1 · :'l -: 1t2-22:.£., p.o. 
z
 
)Teeg'arde11, ffTe:3ts for the Tendency -to Reversal,ft p. 82.
 
4Hildreth, "Reversals in :Reading and \\Triting," p. 19.
 




Kolson and Kalugar, Clinical Aspects, p. 30. 
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DeC:lc.1nt says, HAfter tbose ~years children who reverse generally d.o not 
1nlake normal lJ.L'og·ress in read ing. if In agree~nent are Scott and Thoillpson 
, ..rI10 cOnCllld€ that "SOTI1e of these children, if 110t helped at once to 
overcome these difficulties, may continue to have trouble seeing words 
correctly throughout life.,,2 
Gates comments: 
It takes sone years of experience before a pupil is entirely free 
from a tendency to make reversal errors. This f~ct should be kept 
in mine since teacherG now and then seem to assume a reversal error 
a t any time or place is a serious matter. Actually errors e.,re qui te 
typical ~f the early~ sta§es and occasionally errors of this type will 
peTsist for ~ long tirne. J 
Vernon says: 
}lost experir:1enters ;18,Ve found. that if a c:hild is given time to per­
ceive letters carefully, he can differe1:tiate tbem wi th fair 2,ccuracy 
by the age of seven years. The real difficulty lies in remembering 
w11icll of tIle reversible letter shapes correspond to wl1ich sound, and 
this difficulty persists up to seven or eight years even in normal 
read.ers. It has been fourlo L~lat transposition of letters witllin words 
and complete word reversals persisted until eight and nine years, 
considerably later than letter reversals.4 
Rutherford points out the fact tha.t "reversals are associated as 
common in the beginning level regardless of chronological age. Until ays­
lexics :read beyond the beginning level regardless of age, a certain amount 
of reversing should be accepted as normal. u5 
1Dechant, Improving the TeachinG of Readi~t;, p. 161. 
2L• B. Scott and J. J. Thompson, Phonics (St. Louis: Webster Pub. 
Co., 1962), p. 215. 
'Gates, Improvement of Reading, p. 318. 
4M• P. Vernon, Eackwardness in Readinr. (lrew york: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1957), p. 27. 
5W• L. Rutherford, IlWhat is Your DQ.?1l Rearling 'reacher, x:x:v 
(Deceruber, 1971), 262. 
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Sinlilarly a comment is made by Ables, Aug, and Looft in tlleir 
.hI tl1Ju0'h we miGht normally expect such cllaracteristics to fclde out 
in first and second grade, as with all individual characteristics we 
TIliG~t also expect a wide variability in the degree to which such 
ch~racteri~tics persist. In our developmental timetable, we cannot 
cle~rly say at what specific point in a given child's life he should 
no longt:'r exhibi t such characteristics. 1 
Strang1 Carter and McGinnis,3 and Krise4 all observed that the 
potentiality for reversals is never completely eliminated. It is common 
amone individuals at all ages and especially among severly retarded 
:readers. In an experilnen't wi th ad.ul ts cond.ucted by Krise the youngest 
person was twenty-nine years old. Krise found reversals to be pre8ent 
with unfamiliar symbols and persistence in reversals until proper expe­
rience with the new s~~bols waa accomplished. 5 
It has been noted by Anderson that the reversal problem is more 
prevelant in boys than in girls. 6 Among some of the speculations for this 
sex difference have been developmental lag, genetic causes, and direc­
tional sense development. There have been no satisfactory explanations 
o~feTed as yet. 
1]3. Ables, R. Aue;, and D. Looft, "Problems in the Diagnosis of 
Dyslexia - A Case Study, ff Journal of Learning Disabilities., TV (October, 
1971), 409. 
2
Strang, Reading Diagnosis, p. 48. 
3CE"rter and HcGinnis, Diagnosis and Treatment, p. 201. 
4:M. Krise, "An Experimental Investigation of the 1'heories of 
Rever.3als ill Re5.dine, 1f J oUl·.'l~l,l of Educational Psycflology, XLIII 
(November, 1952), 422. 
5Ibid ., pp. 408-422. 
6.. "I . iJAnoerson, An Interpreta,tlon of l~eversal ErIlors," pp. 181-182. 
Rec'ardins' Plirror vision and reading, Otto and !~rc1flenemy state t11at 
too n13,ny parents are llnc1111y alarnled wI1en they l1ear t11a t reversals are 
s3id to be s.)rmptorllatic of Inirror vision. 
An indicution of the rarity of true mirror VlSlon is evidenced by 
tl1e fa,ct trlCt t one of thG present writers poll(:~d a, large staff of 
remedial rea,d i11g' teachers who collectively had over four 11undred 
years of experience i:n teaching disabled. readers. He found only one 
true cese of mirror vision. 1 
Both Dolch2 and Anderson3 agree that too much emphasis h~s been 
attached to errors of reversals as representing the characteristic sym­
tom of reading disabilit!. ~lere is also disagreement as to the percent 
of reversal cases in reading disability. }Ionroe4 oelieves ~bout fifty 
percent of child~en with reading disability show excessive reversals in 
t11eir reading errors, while Harris5 contelld.s there is about one case out 
of ten in disabled re~ders. 
Summary 
Much confusion a~d varied opinion exists in the literature con­
ceronin.s trlE.: types, ca-llses, and significance of reversal errors in r3ad.­
ir~. Causes of reversals are not firmly identified, yet most authorities 
admit that they do occur. 
wnile reversals may be attributed to many fact0rs, they are rnost 
often relateo to 1eft-right disorimination ability, incomplete or con­
fused dO;!lin8,nce, fl1sion a.nc1 eye coordination problems, or irnmaturity. 
10tto and !>1c}len8my, Corrective and Remedial Readin;,.;, p. 144. 
2;;::. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reacling (Champaign, Ill.: The 
Gerard Presq, 1939), pp. 56-67. 
"7 
'TJ..nlJerprel"a lon O..l)A-ncerSOD,., tt..:.~.n• 1- .L t· ~ R..eversa1 E 1rrors, tI p. 183 • 
4r'1onroe, "Dic:.gnosis and Treatment," p. 208. 
5Harris, Ho~ to Increase Reading Ability, p. 370. 
., '. \- . 
CHAPTER III 
FREVENTION ~U~ TECHNIQu~S FOR RE}~DIATION OF ~~~RSALS 
Introduction 
ri~5nosi~ of reading difficulties is an essential part of classroom 
instruction. The better classroom teachers are constsntly studying 
the reading strengths and ,.;caknesses of their children•.• They 8,re 
Quick to detect and correct many learning difficulties before they 
beconlo serious. 1 
One of the difficul ties in d.iagnosis :is to deteI'ffiine tIle tools 
of b0th informal and info1.jJlal procedu-'les. A crucia.l step in diag11osi3 is 
the ability tc interpret the significance of the collected data. A deci-
SiOll nlust also be IDB,de to d,etermine the best techiques and pJ.~ocedures 
to prevent further difficulty, and to eliminate already existing problems. 
Ch~pter III contains a discussion and listing of tools of diae­
~ostic value for the purpose of identifying the prps6nce of consistent 
reversdl tendencies. It also describes possible te~hniques and procedures 
tc be used in the prevention and elimination of reversals once they are 
identified eno appear to be significant. 
Informal Diagnostic Procedures 
Orton sug58sted tho use of three or four letter nonsense syllables 
ar:d combination.s C011structed. of two, three, or four such syllables. The 
student is asked to read these syllables and is inforrnecl that they are 
1Bond and. Tinker, Reading: Diagnosis, pp. 151-152. 
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not real words. Orton says: 
s.:11is techniqile frequently uncovers a tend ency to reversal s which h3.s 
to a considerable extent d.isappeared from familiar words. vfnile these 
errors c'3,re to be observed by listening to the child's reading, they 
can be graphically sho\vn in written production to a good advantage. 1 
To detect facility in mirror read.ing Orton suggests producing 
print ill reverse on the typewriter by inserting a sheet of carbon face-up. 
~he result 'viII be a mirror copy on the back of the overlying paper. 2 
In 0n experiment, Teegarden used a series of teacher devised tests 
consisting of the following: 
1. writing and printing from memory, 
2. matching script characters, 
3. matching printed characters, 
4. copying nonsense characters. 
The individual test consisted in noting the starting point and direction 
and order in which the child named. pictures. 3 
Gates comments on the use of oral tests. 
Interpretations are based on comparison of the individual child's 
tendency to make errors in reading text and in studying the isolated 
w·ord on cOT~parison \vi th typical or average children. Some pupils are 
relatively more prone to the error in one situation than another. If 
it appears in both pronounced forms it is more certainly an indication 
of a marked tendency than when it appears in only one. 4 
1..,).c m 0...1-rlJon, R · vorl and S h Pro p. 80Jo. '" "Ll· t · lnp;, peec bl ems,eaCllnp;. • 
2Ibid ., p. 82. 
)Ta'~garden, "Tests for the Tendency to Reversals," p. 83. 
4Gates, The Improvement of Reading, p. 318. 
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Other experts such as Hildreth,1 Durrell,2 and Kottmeyer 3 are 
in agreement that oral readifiG will often reveal reversal tendencies. 
F..r;:l diag'nostic oral reading test or a reading text on the child's level 
will be useful. In addition, Kottmeyer4 and Harris5 supply a liat of re­
versible words to be used as a test. Other lists of words such as the 
Dolc11 \~.rord List or the word pronunciation subtest of the Wide Ranee 
Achievem('nt Test are good instruments to diagnose reversal errors provided 
the errors of substitution are recorded.. 6 
A fin~l comment on interpretation is given to the diagnostician 
by Kalugar and Kolson. 
Repeated reversals may indicate the child has a perceptual difficulty, 
so the diagnostician should pursue this lead. It may also ind.icate a 
difficulty with comprehension since no child who is comprehending 
would read, 'The pig lay in the mud.' as 'The dig lay in the mud.' A 
clue as to whether or not reversals are perceptually or comprehen­
sively caused can be gleaned from whether or not the child self-corrects 
his errors. If after reading a sentence with a reversal the child goes 
back and reaQs it correctly, there is a good chance the difficulty is 
perceptually caused. If, however, he fails to correct his errors the 
difficulty is probably a comprehension difficulty.7 
1Hildreth, "Reversals in Reading and Writing," p. 18. 
~. Durrell, Improving Readinf} (Yonkers, New York: World :Book Co., 
1956), p • 100 • 
31:/. Kottmeyer, Teacher's Guide for Remedial Reading (New York: 
vlebster, l'1cGraw Hill, 1959), p. 60. 
4Ibid., p. b9. 
5Harris, Increasing Reading Ability, p. 582. 
6
Ibid., p. 592. 
7Kalugar and Kolson, Clinical ASEects of Remedial Reading, p. 30. 
';"" 
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FOl~al Diagnostic Tests 
TIle rTonroe T"iae;nostic ReadinG' Tests includ.e a SllbteEt, the Iota 
... 
word Test, that is used to check reversal tendencies. I 
The Ga tes Read ine; Diat~~nostic Tests contain an oral test of in-
c~e~sinb difficulty that has a high incidence of reversible words in the 
2pa~Graphs to be used. A Reversals Test is also included. 
The Bond-C1J~~er-Hoyt Silent Reading Test has a subtest de&ling 
3with the recognition of reversible words in context. 
The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty detects reversals of 
band £; .2 Hnd il.. 4 
I~:cKee' s Inventory of P110netic Skill Test is an addi tional test 
that can be utilized in detecting reversals of words. 5 
DeHirsch used the Horst Reversals Test in her study of predict­
· ., . ~. 1· h · Id 6l.Ylg' reac lllt; I al ure In young c ~ ren. 
Sling'erland's Sc:c-eelling Tests for Identifyin,2; Cl1ilo ren ~.vith S'pe­
cific Lanr;uage Disabili t;Yt inclucles four subtests that 8,re d.esigned to 
discOVEr the presence OT lack of reversals, inversions, and transpcsitions. 7 
1
~Ionro(3, Children \111.., Cannot Read, p. 184. 
I') 
c-Ga.tes, ImnJ·ov81nent of Reading, p. 592. 
33 • Dechant, Dia/,TIosif' and R~mediation of Reading Disct'"Ui+.y 
(v1-:st NyRCk, :N8W YOJ'k: Parker Pub. Co. Inc., 1969), p. 256. 
4-,-? P S . th ., E V t P 1 1 .... Rd· (E 1 dT\ 'In. • ffil ana • .. JJecnan, syc 10. C't;Y 01 ea lng 1'ng' evlOO . 
Cliffs, :rew York: P:centice Hall, 1961), p. 173. 
SM. Zintz, Corrective Reading (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Co., 
Pub., 1966), pp. 57-58. 
6K• DeHirsch, J. Jansk~r, and 'ltl. Langford, Predicting Reading 
Fpil\re (New York: Harper and Row, Pub., 1966), p. 173. 
7B• Slingerland, Screeninp" Tests for Identif inc' Children 'vi th 
LElntrllaf£€ Disability (Cctnlbridge, YJ.ass.: Educational Service, 1962 , Tests 1-4. 
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Prevention of Reversal Errors 
Tl:.3 question arises: wl:.at should teacl1eJ:~s do when the terldency 
of reve:::,sals exists in early grades? Furness states t11at "certain educa­
tional experts adv'ise t}lat we just wait until certain general and. specific 
1 rna turations have engendered a condi tion in. which reversals a,re few. It 
Otller ,orriters are not in agreement with this attitude. Enstrom 
and E~strom are strong in pointing out preventive measurec in regard to 
reversals in printing and read.ing. 
Preventing problens is alw~ys the best cure, therefore ~eflects the 
best teachirlJ". Renledial approachef; in all areas irr~pl.Jr -.__ j: «~ ~'"\h jJ.­
ure fro~ the star~. In preventing reversals ••• the teacher must ex­
ercise extreme care in all initial presentations. This is true because 
beginnir~s, like first impressions, whether correct or otherwise, tend 
to persist. Instead of usine all our energies to battle wroU6 habits, 
tllose of us \"ho teach should devote more time and. t110ught to correct 
introduction••• 2 
Vernon cites Potter, who found that confusj.ons due to reversa.ls 
clid not die out naturally, but it was necessary to tea.ch child.ren the 
impoI:tance of the order or direction of letters in the word.. 3 
If the terldel~cy of reverse..l can be measured in the young child, 
Teeg&rden believes it may °be possible to selec~ tl10se ind.ividuals witIl 
art unus'ually strong degree of t11e tend.ency ana give tl'1em special help in 
overcoming the difficulty before the school has expanded. several years of 
4instruction by routine methods Wllich prove unsuccessful.
1
Fllrness, ftPerspectives on Reversal Tend encit.:s, It p. 169. 
2E• Enstrom and D. En3tro.1l, urn Print Handwriting: ?reventine 
and Solving' RO\T~?rsal Probler11s, It Elementary EnglisJ.l, XLVI (October, 191)9), 
763-764. 
3Vernon, Backwar:iness in Reading, p. 29. 
4Teegarden, "Tests for the Tendency to Reversals," p. 82. 
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Spalding comments: 
in ar~y cle"ss a larige percentage of the Cl1ildl"en inheri t a tend­
ency to reverse or to confuse the sequence of letters in words. This 
tendency is independent of a child's intelligence. If this is caught 
early before the habits are fixed, it can soon be corrected. 1 
Since one of the possible causes of reversals is directional con­
fusion, this factor needs some attention. Careful initial instruction can 
preverl"t thd formation of habi tual orientational confusion. "The classroom 
teacher Sll)uld constantly be on the alert to detect orientational confu­
2sions a11d give the appropriate instruction. u 
Zintz is in agreement that awareness of the problem and a few 
constructive tecluliques to help establish left-right orientation will be 
3helpful and wise in order to prevent any difficulty later on.
In a recent study, Jackson found that initial confrontation with 
English Orthography needs to be undertaken with painstaking effort to 
establisl1 one visual symbol before introducing the second. For example, 
whon ~ and ~ have, been presented and mastered. individually, the method 
of superimposition would appear to heighten the perception of the differ­
4ence. 
A statement by Teegarden in her study suggests that children who 
reveal the strongest reversal tendencies in the early grades may need 
1R• Spalding and W. Spalding, The Writing Road to Reading 
(New York: William Morrow and Co., Inc., 1962), p. 67. 
2L• Brueckn.er and. G. :Sond, The Diaf'nosis and Treatment of Learn­
ing Difficl11ties (I~ew York: Appleton-Century-Croft, 1955), p. 170. 
3Zintz, Corrective Reading, p. 58. 
~1. S. Jacl<-son, "Modes of Adaptation to the First Confrontation 
vIi th Er~lish Orthography in the Visual rvIodali ty," Journal of Learning 
Disability V (January, 1972), ~':P~ 29. 
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mOl"'e trail:intj in obsorv£1.,tion; copying; manipulation of forms of vario-us 
l<inds; rratcl1inc;; drill and ganlcs emphasizing l."iGht arid left; picture 
stories anc1 sequerlce of picture8; and maaning of left and right. uA11Y 
G.ct:Lvi ty tlla t roquires t11e Ollild. to give specific stimulus probably 
will b~ fGunl hAlpful for children who have a strong tendency to reverse 
1
confuse sY1J.bols. u 
Lik3wise, Hester gives the following suggestions for training 
F12,CE 8. rOvl of fOJ~ms on a flalli'1elboard &nd let childrGn remove from 
the row t11088 forms ~tl1.at are not exactly alike ••• TBJke note of a 
child i,lf110 is unable to detect reversed figur<3s in each r011l. This 
child needs more practice and experience in observing from left to 
rig:ll t 138 t he :cevers e letters as 12. and d when he reads. 2 
Hester further sUGgests that a kinesthetic exercise is a very 
effective ''la.y to teach children how to examine a ,rord. If th.e habi t of 
viewing a wor(~. frOTIl left to right is thoroughly established, i~he chances 
for making errors such as saw for ~ and left for felt will be reduced 
to a great extent. Tracing the word 'vith fingers, then crayon with care­
ful supervision is suegested. 3 
The left-handed child may seem to be prone to makins reversals 
arld need S Sl)eciHl consideration a.ccording to El1strolli and Enstrora. 
In this vrorld of writing 8Jnd reading the predoiTlinance in mov'ernent 
is left to ri2:h«;; hence any child who is left-hard.ed needs to be 
watched and helped initially to mAtke sure that the desired }la-1.d­
wri ting and rea,ding directions are correct f:rom begiru1irJg efforts~ •• 
Too often the child begins on his own with no one to tall him flOW 
1Teegarden, "Tests for the Tendency to Reversals," pp. 95-96. 
2K• Hester, Teaching Every Child to Read (New York: Harper, 
1964), p. 115. 
3Ibid., p. 120. 
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to hold his pencil correctly, where to begin a letter, in which 
d.i~}t~C tiOYl to t'love and WlHl-t sequence to make the parts... The:re is 
no ct.-sy 'G:::,owing out of it' as some educator3 sugyest. Nild ha'uits 
become more fil~ly fixed with every repetition••• 
~11e au.thor3 fl~rthcr state tllat the eliffiil1atic12 of the 12. and d C011fusion 
irJ. hand'\vliti!lG', strengthells reading by alleviating this confusion in 
d " et to 2rea Lng 81 ua lons. 
In an extensive stud.y, Stevenson and Robinson found that evell 
Brigl1t pupils WI10 wore right-handed br,t left-eyed tenued. to nove frOiTI 
rie}lt to left before reading instruction. 
It is imperative th&t Pirst Grade teachers place emphasis upon the 
fact th8-t to re3,d El1g1ish, pupils must begin at the left and move to 
the right ••• sufficient practice should be givon in using this order 
of pl'ogression -Co establish a pattern for those liupils who tend to 
move in the o~posite direction.3 
General Proced.ures for Overcoming Reversals 
HIn general, the best remedial instrllction is si:nply the best 
cla.ssrOOlTI methods used wi th very e)=act adjustment to the needs of the 
individual.,,4 
Reversal of words, parts of words, and the order of worJs in 
sentences often indicate that the child needs trainij1g to develop a corJ.­
sistent left-to-right sequence as it applies to read.ing. A strengthening 
of 8,11 word recogn.i tion techniques and. left-to-right blendir.g might; well 
te an ef~ective cure for reversals. 
1E• Enstrom and D. Enstrom, "Reading Help for Lefties," Reading 
Teacher XA~ (October, 1971), 44. 
2Enstrom and. Enstrom, "In Print Handwriting," p. 763. 
3L• P. Stevenson and H. Robinson, "Eye-hand Preference, Reversals, 
and Reading Progress," in Clinical Studies in Reading II (Chicago: Univ. 
of Chica~o Press, 1953), p. 88. 
4Gates, The Improvement of Reading, p. 319. 
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SaIne at t11e general suggestions that have been offered. to help 
Overcom~ reversals in the normal classrooln situation are as follows: 
1.	 Color or underlin3 the first letter in the wOTd that caUS6S dif ­
fi~tl1ty. 
2 0	 Draw a,n arrow pointing to t11e right lll1der the \yord or at th8 top 
'of the page to direct all work in the correct direction. 
3.	 Uncover words slowly from left-to-right with a card or the use 
of a zipper. 
4.	 Eras~ word8 at the board one letter at a time from left-to-rigtt. 
5.	 Use YiL.Ylemonic devices, al'lagrams, and cross\Y'ord puzzles. 
6.	 Use monosy:l~bic words by putting each letter in a block and 
nwnb€r the blocks in a left-to-riGbt direction. 
7.	 Underlin.e th(~ first letter of confusil1g words in tl1€ color green 
fOl" 'g'c' and the last letter in red for 'stopf as in traffic 
signals. 
8.	 Put a gree.L1 dot w::' th a marker on the left hand of tIle pupil and 
a slnall red d.ot or. the right hand. 
9"	 Other colo:c 01 e ideas can. be used such as th.ose found in sugges­
1tiontj	 by RDpert. 
10.	 St1.~ess that tlle left sid.e of the word is tIle beginning of the 
worn and the right side is the end. This technique wi11 be u3ef~1 
only if th~ concept of right and left is mastered. 
11.	 T.iLe cIlilc can wear .3, 1aree bUtt011 on his left side and a ring on 
hiD left finger to remember which side to start when l~e reads 
and writes. 
1:a. A. Rupert, "~I\n Aic. to Eliminete Reversal Problem;:;," Teaching 
Exceptional Children, I & II (Jummer, 1969), 117-118. 
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12.	 TIle teacller's usc of nand movements from left-to-right under the 
reading, especi~lly when large print is used, for example at the 
olacl<:board cr chart, ca.n encourage correct direc-'~ion. 
13.	 Children could engage in left-to-right tracing exercises using 
finger tracing, crayons, and finally pencils. 
14.	 Reading the calendar from left-to-right may be helpful. 
15.	 Following choral reading can be a practice of correct direction 
in reading. 
16.	 Write only one word on a line with the first letter always at the 
extreme left edge of the paper. 
17.	 Have children nake moving pictures or T.V. with pictures moving 
from left-to-right. 
18.	 In activities such as art make designs from left-to-right with 
the children. 
19.	 T6achers should stress soundi~ out of confusing words always 
from the first letter rather than looking at the end of words or 
other pa.:cts. 
20.	 It is a good idea for children to \1ork 'at the blackboard. for 
easier teacher observation of written work and immediate correc­
tion of reversal errors. 
21.	 Arrange pictures in left-to-right sequence ani tell the story in 
tl13 t orc1 er. 
22.	 ~ type~Titer could be used to stress left-to-risht direction. 
23.	 A magletic board with three-dimensional letters may be used to 
spell troublesome words from left-to-right. 
24.	 \lrite '-lords in sand. or salt or use sandpaper 18tters for tactile 
learning, saying each letter or sound as it progreases from 
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left-to-rigllt. 
25.	 Use a l)egboard for practice in putting pegs in a left-to-right 
direction. 
26.	 Provide practice in alphabetizing by first, second, and third 
letter. 
27.	 Construction of a personal dictionary and exercises requiring 
tIle use of guide words may also be employed. 
20.	 }lecI1anical devices such as speed reading machines are useful to 
demonotrate the reading sequence of moving left-to-right. 
::n	 T8ach left-right games such as ffSimo:'l Says", "Lobby Loo", or 
"Did You EveJ:- See a Lassie"? 
30.	 Play memory games such as putting ou't three or four objeots to 
look a.t, cover, and then have a child try to name them in 
left-to-right order. An overhead projector could be useful in 
this way with distinguishable opaque objects or transparencies. 
31.	 Guessing games might be employed. For example: pick up an object, 
hide it in one hand, and then players guess which hand, left or 
right has the hidden object. 
32.	 Visual sequential memory exercises can be utilized to train chil ­
d.ren in perceiving correct sequence of letters in words. These 
exercises might include: recalling objects removed in a sequence; 
reproducing sequences of objects from memory; remembering letters 
and numbers in sequence; copying symbols, letters, and numbers in 
seq1 ence B#fter a ten-second exposure; symbol and d.irectional 
matching. 
33.	 Teacher-made games using reversible words can be utilized in many 
ways. It is a good practice to have children spell the word being 
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"llsed	 to give gre<.\t(jE awareness of left-to-rigl1t proced~lres of 
It~tters and. sounds in words. 
34-	 R11ymes can be C011structed using pairs of reversible words. 1 




56 _ Sl10W tl1t~ child that he can change small .E. to ~ by adding another 
loop 011 the top in the same dirf'ction. 
37.	 Teach letters in two groups: those that circle to the right or 
cloclcwj_ s€ (B, Pt J, p, h, j , ill, n, r, ) and. those that circle to 
tIle left or counterclockwise (0, a , d , q, r). 2 




39.	 Tne teacher can give left and right directions wl1en pupils ar~ 
secure enough, for example, "Touch your left ear vrith your rig'~1t 
113.nd. It 
40.	 Visual perception exercises as found in beginning reading activ­
ities can be helpful to give practice in correct obsel~ation of 
l €tters and words. 3 
41 •	 ReaCiiness games with directional 8rnphasis are useful a,nd fun. 4 
42.	 A stanlping set may be 11seful to print words. This may be a good 
approac~n for pupils who find writing difficll1 t . 
.., 
'L. E. Scott and J. J. Thompson, Fhanic3, pp. 219-220. 
o .
 
'-D. Connell, Visual Disc1.~irnin<?
ft.A.uditoryand ..tion in Kindergal:'ten,U 
Elem3nt~LY E~glish, XLV (January, 1968), 66. 
3E • S. !{.aney, Sgeil,r Likenessr)s and Differences, Level Three, 
(Zlgin, Ill.: The Continental Press, Inc., 1970 , p~. 14-190 
4n. Russel and E. Karp, Reading Aids (Ne1'i York: Colwllbia University 
Te~cher3 College Press, 1956) pp. 13, 15. 
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A ~7ord of caution is offered in reGard to the practice of demon­
strating' reversible words to pupils. It will depend on the good judgment 
oi-' the tea.oller \·111ei.her or not to use this technique. Certain i11.oividtlals 
mny like the novelty of this new-found discove~J and may t~ it cut on 
many other words for amusement. In addition to this problem, it could 
cause anxiety in some children who fear making this type of error. A child 
misht get into the habit of looking at a word one way, sf.ying it and look­
ing at it the other way just to check up.1 
Teachers are cautioned also against undue stress and. overemphasis 
on the correction of reversal errors. This correction should not be made 
2at the expense of the total instructional progr&m. 
Use of the typewriter has been recommended, but Anderson concludes 
that although directionality is practiced, transposition of letters and 
changes in word order vn~ich often occur would not be overcome by this 
technique. 3 
Remediation Procedures for Specific Cases of Reversals 
The elimination of reversals in roading is not easy. No one method 
has proven completely effective. June Ccton emphasizes the importance of 
day-by-day observation of the pupil's la.nguage difficulties, ,vith flexible 
procedures to D.lect individual needs, rather than a fixed formula or method 
of remedial work. 4 
1




Carter and McGinnis, Diagnosis arld Tre2vtrnent of tIle Dis2~bled 
Reader, p. 206. 
3Anierson, "An Interpretation of Reversal Errors in Reading," p. 183. 
4J • Orton, "The Orton-Gillingham Approach," in The Disabled Re[lier 
ec. by John Money. (Ba.ltimore, ~~Id..s T~e John Hopkins Press, 1967), p. 130. 
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Reversal tendencies are Usyrnptoms which, in caS88 of severly 
l'eta.I'ded re,·:tders, ShOl11d be investigated. Treatment folloi{ing diaenosis 
1shouJd not [)(~ too difficult to apply.ft Zintz says that "if the habit 
of reversinG, or being tltterly confused has persisted throl1gh several 
years, it will be necessary to erase the old habits and. the:1. to fom new 
ones." 2 
Some techniques used for more persistent cases of reversals have 
been offered by various authorities of reading disability. These proce­
dures are eenerally not used in ord.inary classroom presentations, but wi-th 
clinical or re@edial caseSn 
Orton suggests that nonsense material is particularly helpful with 
those children who already learned to recognize ~any short words by sight, 
flbut \vho are insecure at this and apt to misread words by tIle substi tution 
of another somewhat similar general configuration." In this case the child 
~ust solve the words by sounding them without attempting to produce any­
thing wi th \'lllich he is familiar. 3 
In contrast Krise in 1952 concluded from his study of reversals 
in adults, that: 
••• v!hel1 a pupil is found. to be cornmi tting reversals in rea.d ing, his 
remedial instruction should be confined to the specific letters and 
words he tends to reverse, rather than to secondary materials such as 
digi ts a~d nOllsense symbols, or to attempts to overcorne a gerleral 
1
CaJ:ter £l.nd McGinnis, Diagnosis and Treatme~r1t of tl"18 Disabled 
Reader, p. 202. 
2Zintz, Corrective Reading, p. 60. 
3So T. Orton, Reading. Writing, and Speech Problems, p. 163. 
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deficiency or establish a particular capacity, such as particular 
visual habits, motor coordination, and auditory discrimination. 1 
It was suggested that remedial work in reversals be centered. on the 
up-and-down, backwards-and forwards, and top-and-bottom characteristics 
of letters and of words reversed in their figureground relationshiP.2 
Zintz3 and Monroe4 earlier agree that cursive instead of manu­
script writing be used wherever possible because all the letters are 
joined and there is less possibility of reversals occurring. The letters 
b, d, p, q, u, n, m, w, f, t and others can be traced by writing the script 
form of the letter over the printed form to verify correct formation and 
recognition. 
In extreme cases of reversals, the use of Braille type raised dots 
can be helpful. In this method. the pnpil can feel the dots with eyes closed 
until he can tell only by touch what letters are present and can distin­
guish one from another. This additional cutaneous cue was found to be help­
ful in correcting words most frequently confused. 5 
For cases of unusual difficulty Gates offers the following 
suggestions: 
1.	 Follow the teacher's finger or a pointer in the correct left-to­
right direction. 
2.	 The teacher should print with larger space between lines and also 
larger space than usual between words. 
1Krise,	 ItAn Experimental Investigation of the Theories of ReversalS," 
p.	 422. 
2Ibid ., p. 408. 
3Zintz, Corrective Reading, p. 60. 
4Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, pp. 127-128. 
5Ibid ., p. 128. 
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3. Teach the child to observe an unfamiliar word from left-to-right 
then ju~p back to the beginning and proceed. 
4.	 Encouraee context clues and meaning in sentences. 
5.	 Let the child use his finger, then guide him to do without it 
when he is more confident. 1 
Dolch believes it is a good exercise to have the child go through 
part of a story, not reading but sound.ing the beginning letter of each 
word. This practice is to establish the habit of noticing beginnings. 
Another pr&ctice would be to count the words he has read thus causing him 
to follow the line from left-to-right. If the child has a very strong case 
of eye wandering it is proper to have him point for a time to each word 
2 as	 he reads it.
Harris is in agreement to encourage the use of a pencil or finger 
as a guide in reading along a line. "While this practice is to be dis­
couraged in good readers, it is helpful as a means of teaching the proper 
direction for eye movements." 3 
In addition Harris suggests that pupils who are mirror readers be 
allowed to read material in a mirror which causes the print to be seen 
upside down. After a few weeks of this practice with a mirrGr, they often 
4can	 read normally without its use.
1Gates, The Improvement of Reading, p. 319.
 
2Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading, p. 66.
 
3Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, p. 317.
 
4Ibid ., p. 256.
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Frostig offers these suggestions for the pupil who suffers from 
kinetic reversals: 
1.	 Copy bead.s on a string and relate them to letters in words. 
2.	 Copy and produce patterns. 
3.	 Use a bridge between the first letter or digraph and the rest of 
the word. (b~ig; shvelf) 
4.	 Write a word from memory after it has been exposed for a short 
time. 1 
Monroe states that: 
The remedial treatment for reversals, regardless of the theory accepted, 
is based on simplification of reading material to the point where the 
child can read as accurately as possible, and practice exercises stress­
ing direction in which hand and eye movements are coordinated ••• 2 
The kinesthetic method has been advocated by various authorities 
as a significant method in eliminating persistent reversal errors. uThe 
need for tracing and writing is greater for child.ren who reverse letters 
than it is for those who make other types of lette~ errors and more inten­
sive drill is usually necessa~ before the confusion is eliminated. l ' 3 
Among the most prominent methods are the Gillingham-Stillman and 
the Grace Fernald methods. The Gillingham-Stillman retraining method based 
on Orton's theory is as follows: 
1.	 Show letter symbol to the pupil who repeats its name after the 
teacher. The sound of the letter is made by the teacher and re­
peated by the pupil. (Visual, auditory, and speech kinetics) 
1r-1. Frostig, IIDisabili ties and Remediation in Reading, II Academic 
Therapy VII (Summer, 1972), 378. 
2
Morlroe, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Disabilities," p. 209. 
3Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, p. 371. 
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2.	 The pupil watches the teacher make a letter correctly and traces 
over the model in the correct direction, copies it, writes it from 
memory, then closes his eyes and writes the letter~ (visual and 
kinesthetic) 
3.	 Stimulus response drills such as: 
a) The teacher shows a phonogram; the pupil gives its name. 
b) The teacher forms symbols with the pupil's hand while he looks 
away and gives the letter name. 
c) The teacher dictates the name of a letter and the pupil 'vrites 
the letter. 
d) The teacher gives the letter name and the pupil responds the 
sound orally. 
The drill is repeated with the letter sound instead of the letter 
name. Flexibility is used for individual cases and needs. 
4.	 Letters are grouped to be learned. in order of d.ifficulty, the 
increase being: a, b, f, h, i, j, k, fi, p, t, (vowels are short). 
5.	 Letters are blended into words according to consonant-vowel­
consonant pattern. Vowels and consonants are color coded cards. 
6.	 Spelling is the next step, pronouncing each sound carefully as the 
word is given; 
a) pupil repeats word, 
b) pupil names letters in a word, 
c) pupil writes the word naming each letter as he forms it, 
d) pupil reads back what he has written. 
7.	 When these easiest letters are learned the pupil progresses to more 
1
difficult conbinations of letters following the same procedures. 
1June Ol."ton, ttThe Orton-Gillingham Approach,tt pp. 139-140. 
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Gillin3'11am pl"efers Cl1rsive to T!'lanuscript Tilri tii\S ~_n :cegard to 
reve~sal r~meJiation. 
\111(?t1 i t .~G reqrl.il'ed to make a distinction bet,·reen t\vO all~cady con­
fused otjRcts, ideas, sounds, etc., the two must be confronted with 
each other and their differences made articulate. Th~re can be no 
d i~~ tl.pctiOll bt.'~tween OYle tIling! All the above difficul ties are avoid ed 
bJ1' cursive script. 1 
Fernald d12SCTibes her method as tracing and wri ting th.e word 
\~1i18 pronouncinG it. T~lis requir~s careful thinking of dir~ction beior~ 
lette~s arc formed. In regard to reversals she states: 
vie fino that our reading cases have failed to mak~ progress in C1S­
crimination that eliminate this particular error (reversals), but we 
5.180 fj nd t:r~a t th8 USe of suitable methods lea.d.s to l'apid, correct 
perception. 2 
:r1iller Inaketi a sllmrr!ary statement compari.ns the Gillingham -Stillman 
and the Fernald m~t~ods. 
If a. disa/blf~d re;id :~r soerns to read bl~st by a kinestlletic (1TAKT) method. 
the Fernald 1vlethod or the Gillingl1am-Stillm:;.,n Met110d can be u~·eo. These 
tYIO 1~inesthc"Cic nV3tl1oc1s are somowhat similcl-r except th,.:, Fer'nala :'Iothod 
~rf.p:l~·Jsizes te[.l.ching words throu£'h the tracing of syl12~blf)s, while tile 
Gillirlg·h~.rn-Stillrnanr1:ethod eUlpllasizes tGachinJ' cf wOl."'ds thl"'Ol18)1 tracing' 
fil~le letters ••• The Gillingham-Stillman Methoa is recomnl€nded for use 
vli'~l1 ~llildren w110 }lave dyslexia. T~his Bpproacl'l is good for them bt3Cause 
it uses all the senses. However, in using this method with dyslexic 
Cflild'I'e_l tr:.e teacher Al10uld re[uem"ber that each of tIle phonetic General­
iZb.tions must b8 overlearned 80 that each concept is tllorous111y learl1ed. 
1efore a new one is presented. 
The FernA.lcl ~1etlloc1 8ee~ns better to U»8 than the Gillingharn-Stilllnan 
I~:eth(ld ''lith children who 18arn best by a kinesthetic method since it 
UE8S ~yllables illsteao of isolated. soun(:s. In tlll~ Gillil1g11arn-Stillman 
Method, tl1e SOUllds are isolated and tl1erefoll e distortec., mal~ing the 
bl end ing' of the wO:t'd qu.i te diffic111t. 3 
1Gillineham , R(~mec1ial Training for Childrc,n, p. 57 • 
. r .•"·' .1.Lques, p. 177. 
\r. Iv'"uller, Inc1entifying and Co:r_'reeting Reading Diffie,;l ties 
:2.1: Childrerl (l~e\1 Yorl~: 'l."l1e Center for Applied Research in Educa.tion, 
IhG., 1971) pp. 105-106. 
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Gate,s says that the tracing activity may be used only so long as 
needed to get pupils starteo reasonably well, and then it may be dropped 
and the pupils allowed to continue by purely visual study. 1 
T11ere l1ave been some recent and interesting methods suggested to 
help alleviate reversa13. One of these is presented by Blau and. Blau: 
" ••• remedial procedures often confuse and obscure the very learning they 
are attempting to bring about." 2 At times, he believes, there is a con-" .. 
flict in modalities of learning. Children may learn what letters look like, 
but find it exceedingly difficult to learn what they sound. like or vice 
versa. To avoid confusion a method of blocking the conflicting modality 
was carried out. If the visual mod.ality was identified as the critical one, 
the non-visual AKT method was employed as follows: 
1.	 Eyes are covered or closed. 
2.	 The visual modality is cOI:1pensated by other mod.alities such as 
tracing words on the student's back as he traces the words simul­
taneously with his fingertips on a table in front of him. 
3.	 Voicing the letters by the student as he traces them focuses 
attention on mental images of the word. 
Once a word has been mastered by this non-visual method it seems to be 
handled by tIle student normally. Blau and Blau conclude that the visual 
modality is not helpful at all times to all students. 3 
1Gates, The Improvement of Reading, p. 319. 
2
H. Blau and H. Blau, "A Theory of Learning to Read," Readint~ 
Teacher XX (November, 1968), 126. 
3Ibid., pp. 126-128. 
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Another program called Individual Letter Reversal Reduction (ILRR) 
was initiuted by Hicks. Guidelines for this program are as follows: 
1.	 Work with one letter at a time. 
2.	 The chosen letter should be introduced through as many sensory 
channels as possible with emphasis on the student's strongest 
modality. 
3.	 Reading material should be as uniform in type of print as possible. 
The program of remediation is derived from an operant model to 
reduce stress of the st~dent who has failed for so long. Directions for 
this remed.ial program are as follows: 
1.	 A minimum of instructor verbalization is necessary. 
2.	 With both correct and inccrrect responses, the student receives 
knowledge of results. 
3.	 The student can be informed of errors briefly and nonverbally. 
An associative stimulus is used in the place of verbal explanation, 
for example: 
If letter ~ were selected the teacher might put a sQall spot of ink 
on the back of tIle student's right hand to remind him that the loop 
on tIle lOvier case manuscript .:£ faces toward the spot. \Jhile reading, 
the student's hands should be placed on each side of the page to 
facilitate recognizing the proximity of the loop on ~ to the spot. 1 
No mention has been made to the student in regard to the spot being on the 
student's right hand. After the association between the spot and the direc­
tion of the loop on £ has been established the concept of right may be 
introduced. After the placing of the spot on the back of the student's 
1J. Hicks, lflndividual Letter Reversal Reduction, " in Buildinp; 
Spelling Skills in Dyslexic Children ed. by John I. Arena. (San Rafael, 
Cal.: Academic Therapy Publishers, 1968), p. 86. 
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rigll t llal10, tIle s tuden t should be direc ted to read orally. vfhen the firs t 
error a:nd s11bscqu.ent errors are made involving band. .9. the instructor 
migl1t liglltly tap r~ pencil on the top of tIle desk to remind. the stud'3nt 
of	 the error made. In addition to this 'negative' reinforcement the in­
structo~ should use positive reinforcement in the form of verbal praise 
for each correct response to either ~ or £. 1 
In a recent lecture Kass referred to reversal problems in read.ing 
in relation to the learning disabled child. She spoke of reversal patterns 
as habits which need double remediation. Habits of confusing letters such 
as £ and £ are overlearned. Kass believes it is important to start from 
the top and work back through the concept. In order to facilitate learn­
ing, a change in the situation needs to be mad.e so that new habits can be 
formed. The following ideas were offered: 
1.	 For a time write on newspaper want ad section, wallpaper, or 
similar materials to provide a change in background for reversible 
letters and words. 
2.	 Use of anotller code system for awhile may be helpful. 
3.	 Change the learning environment. For example, if the student is 
accustomed to being in a classroom setting, change to a living 
room or other location. 
4.	 Mask out different channels of learning and note the preferred 
one. 
5.	 Combine different channels of learning if helpful. 2 
1Ibid ., p. 87. 
2Corinne Kass, The Learning Disabled Child: His Problems and 
Potential, lecture at Nicolet High School, Milwaukee, \visconsin, July 6, 
1972. 
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AccardiI1£'; to Lauri ta, there has been "disappointing progress in 
tIle development of proced.ures or materials which can promise any but 
guarded and ambiguous offers of help to overcome reversals." He concluded 
that success resulting from direct efforts at eradicating the effects of 
problems as reversals was disproportionate to the inordinate amount of 
time spent in efforts. 1 
Since direct remediation is sometimes met with resistance, Laurita 
has taken another course of action to solve the problem. Direct efforts 
are to be replaced by the establisr~ent of ttan emphasis on improvement 
of the learner's overall directional orientation with regard to the spatial 
2and	 temporal aspects of language symbols. ff 
In	 addition the following program has been recommended: 
1.	 When a reversal error is made the student is told the correct 
response immediately. 
2.	 All possible effort is made through carefully constructed exercises 
so that tIle student does not have opportunities to make reversal 
errors. 
3.	 The teacher is alerted for opportunities to supply the correct 
form of the previously reversed sounds, letters, word parts, or 
words before they occur to avoid confused responses and their 
repetition and reinforcement. 
The result of this program should be observable improvement in remedial 
effort. 
1R	 L .......
• aUTlva, "Reversals: A Response to Frustration?", p. 45. 
2Ibid., p. 46. 
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S~ary 
New ideas for the prevention a.nd remediation of reversal errors 
in reading and writing continue to be questioned and researched. Chapter 
III has been an overview of diagnostic procedures and varied approaches 
to prevent and remediate reversals in reading. Authorities d.o not agree 
on any one method of remediation and point out strengths and. weaknesses 
of several procedures. 
It is important for any teacher who is concerned with the problem 
of reversals as well as other reading errors occurring in disabled read­
ers) to know many different techniques. \Vhile some procedures are appro­
priate for any classroom situation, other techniques are to be utilized 
mainly for persistent cases of reversals or specific problems. 
Since procedures to be followed for overcoming reversals will 
depend mainly on teacher judgment, careful diagnosis should be made, as 
well as evaluation. Knowledge of the strengths and wealcnesses of each 
procedure to be followed is of major importance so that the best methods 
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